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Water vapour is a key climate variable: It is the most important greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, accounting for
about 60% of the natural greenhouse effect for clear skies. In the lower troposphere, condensation of water vapour
into precipitation provides latent heating which dominates the structure of tropospheric diabatic heating. Satellite
observations provide near-global coverage and thus represent an important source of information over the oceans,
where radiosonde observations are scarce and over land, providing a higher accuracy and spatial resolution.
The ESA GlobVapour project provides global, long-term coherent water vapour data sets exploiting the synergic
capabilities of different earth observation missions allowing for improved accuracies and enhanced temporal and
spatial sampling, better than those provided by the single sources.
We present a global time series of total columnar water vapour (TCWV) from combined observations of SSM/I
(Special Sensor Microwave/Imager) onboard the DSMP satellite series and MERIS (Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer) onboard ENVISAT. Therefore, an advanced algorithm for the retrieval of TCWV from MERIS
measurements was developed, that accounts for all influencing effects such as the temperature- and pressure-
dependent gaseous absorption as well as aerosol scattering and provides realistic uncertainty estimates.
The unique dataset, generated within the framework of the GlobVapour project, combines the atmospheric water
vapour over land and ocean, derived from the most accurate satellite measurements available. The resulting daily
composites and monthly means of total columnar water vapour are available as global maps on rectangular latitude-
longitude grids with a spatial resolution of 0.05◦x0.05◦ over land and 0.5◦x0.5◦ over ocean.
Due to the high radiometric stability of the used instruments and the careful error propagation in the generation
of the water vapour products, the data set is of high value for climate research. We use the MERIS-SSM/I data
set to study the correlation of TCWV with surface temperatures over land and ocean and compare the results to
ERA-Interim reanalysis data. The results will be used to gain insight into climate processes and how these are
represented in state-of-the-art climate models.


